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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are setting up the Active Directory group login for the
Application Object Server (AOS) accounts on the database
server. To which of the following Microsoft SQL Server database
roles must the group login be added in Microsoft Dynamics AX

2012? (Choose all that apply.)
A. db_datareader
B. db_accessadmin
C. db_ddladmin
D. db_owner
E. db_datawriter
F. db_securityadmin
Answer: A,C,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Management has grown weary of the many surprises, mostly
negative, that occur on your projects. In an effort to provide
stakeholders with an effective performance metric, you will use
the to-complete performance index (TCPI). Its purpose is
to______________
A. Determine the cost performance needed to complete the
remaining work within management's financial goal for the
project
B. Determine the schedule and cost performance needed to
complete the remaining work within management's financial goal
for the project
C. Predict final project schedule and costs
D. Predict final project costs
Answer: A
Explanation:
Determine the cost performance needed to complete the remaining
work within management's financial goal for the project The
TCPI takes the value of work remaining and divides it by the
value of funds remaining to obtain the cost performance factor
needed to complete all remaining work according to a financial
goal set by management. [Monitoring and Controlling]
[email&#160;protected], [email&#160;protected] Guide, 2013, 224

NEW QUESTION: 3
Was kann Sender &amp; EmpfÃ¤nger im Vertrieb sein?
Bitte wÃ¤hlen Sie die richtige Antwort.
A. Absender - Kostenstelle, Innenauftrag, Projekt,
GeschÃ¤ftsprozess. EmpfÃ¤nger- Kostenstelle, Innenauftrag,
PSP-Element, Kostenobjekt, GeschÃ¤ftsprozess.
B. Absender - Kostenstelle, Kostenobjekt, Projekt,
GeschÃ¤ftsprozess. EmpfÃ¤nger- Kostenstelle, Innenauftrag,
PSP-Element, Kostenobjekt, GeschÃ¤ftsprozess.
C. Absender- Kostenstelle, GeschÃ¤ftsprozess. EmpfÃ¤ngerKostenstelle, Innenauftrag, PSP-Element, Kostenobjekt,
GeschÃ¤ftsprozess.
D. Absender - Kostenstelle, Projekt, GeschÃ¤ftsprozess.
EmpfÃ¤nger- Kostenstelle, Innenauftrag, PSP-Element,
Kostenobjekt, GeschÃ¤ftsprozess.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are configuring dynamic ARP inspection on two switches that
connect two hosts on the same VLAN.
You want to enable the two hosts to communicate without
compromising security. Which two tasks must you perform?
(Choose two )
A. Configure the ip arp inspection validate ip command on the
device
B. Configure an ACL on the device to allow ARP traffic only
C. Configure as trusted the interface at each end of the link
between the switches
D. Enable dynamic ARP inspection on the VLAN on which the hosts
reside
E. Configure the ip verify source vlan dhcp-snooping command on
the device
Answer: A,C
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